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'Company' was 'play within a play'
Harliquin, although his voice was
often strained to maintain the
dynamic range of the role. I twas
largely
Ambler's range
of
emotions
and
disciplined
movement that identified him as
'the "leader" image of the
troupe.
He had a painful tendency to
overenunciate his lines; this
problem he shares with most of
the better actors at Eastern. If
he would have simply toned
down his stage mechanics he
could have been a singularly
impressive figure in the theatre.
All of the roles

By Richard Burbage
"A Company of Wayward
Saints," the first production of
the Eastern summer theatre was
presen ted July 6, 7, and 8.
Directed by Gerald Sullivan
the story of the play was about a
troupe
of comedians who
proceeded to act out the human
condition.
Although it is impossible to
deny that the "Saints" script
author'.g
was
funny,
the
cleverness does get a bit labored
during the first 20' minutes.
Fortunately as the stock
characters revolve largely in a
"play within a play" format, the
changes in time, action and
dialect, help to retrieve the
characters occasionally from
bogging down in an epic

doctor," in a sequence called
"Birth," who assures the young
father that the baby has 10
fingers, 10 toes, one head,etc.
The
set
by
Clarence
Blanchette showed remarkably
good taste, a stylized, but simple
peninsula-type stage, set within
the proscenium, immediately
establishing the afforementioned
"play
withirl
a
play"
atmosphere.
The rustic textures wf<re
appealing, yet offered a bland
surface on which John Keough's
lush costuming, authentic of the
Commedia dell' Arte period in
European theatre, worked to
advantage.

Caricature roles
Compared
to
that
of
Sullivan's "Crucible" production
of wirlter quarter, the casting for
this

Osborne, Brad Heft and Nancy
Paule gave polished, consistent
performances in their respective
roles as Pantalone, Dottore and
Ruffiana.

Lines overen un cia ted
Keith Lustig and Anne
Shapland
were
delightfully
sickening as "the Lovers" of the
troupe , and they handled their
serious scenes well , but they,
especially Miss Shapland , also
suffered
fr o m
the
"overenuncia tion sy'" 'irome."
Although a
lency to
overact was essen L
to their
ld have
comic scenes, they ,
been able to drop it wnen they

stepped out of character.
Loran
Easter
did
not
completely
accomod ate
tL
physical performance of the
agile adolescent, Scapino, but his
excellent comic timing more
than balanced his character.
The performances of Michael
Shehorn as Capitano und Yvette
Coney as Colombine
noticeably weaker than
others. Shehorn did his best for
a tour de force role in which he
was obviously miscast, and Miss
Coney showed a unique talent
for comedy which will certainly
grow with experience.

